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Positive List of  
Optical Filter Glasses
SCHOTT self-commitment to announce glass discontinuation years in advance.
Version January 2024 effective from 1.1.2024

Our portfolio glasses are melted regularly for a long-term period 
The following glasses will remain in our portfolio for at least the next 5 years from the 
effective date. This list is subject to annual updates.* 

Any glass removed from this list in an update will then be scheduled as an “Inquiry 
Glass” for 5 years before it finally becomes an “Obsolete Glass” (see following sections). 

This procedure will provide confidence and trust in the long-term supply of our 
portfolio.

UV- 
Bandpass

Bandpass Multi-
Bandpass

Longpass Shortpass Neutral 
density

UG1 BG3 BG60 BG36 N-WG205 OG515 KG1 NG1

UG2A BG7 BG61 S7005 N-WG280 OG530 KG2 NG3

UG5 BG18 BG62 S7010N N-WG295 OG550 KG3 NG4

UG11 BG25 S8008G N-WG305 OG570 KG5 NG5

BG38 BG66 S8802 N-WG320 OG590 NG9

BG39 S8806A S7000 RG610 NG11

BG40 S8612 S8808 N-WG360 RG630

BG42 S8022 S8851 S8003N RG645

BG55 S8023 GG395 RG665

BG59 VG9 GG400 RG695

GG420 RG715

GG435 RG780

GG455 RG830

GG475 RG850

GG495 RG9

RG905

RG1000

Table 1: SCHOTT portfolio glasses: long-term availability

The stock of our portfolio glasses is replenished on a regular basis, however, the glass 
types are not available at all times in every format.

For information about available geometries of matte plates, polished filters, or coated 
filters, please contact us. 
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Glasses that are scheduled to become an inquiry glass 
The following glass types will become an inquiry glass on the date designated below. 
These glasses are handled in the same way as portfolio glasses and they are melted 
regularly until the designated date. From that day onwards they are still available as 
such, but new melts are made on customer demand only.

Glass type will become an inquiry glass by

S8809 1.1.2025

Grey25 1.1.2026

Grey50 1.1.2026

BG67 1.1.2028

VG20 1.1.2028

BG57 1.1.2029

BG63 1.1.2029

BG64 1.1.2029

Table 2: Portfolio glasses which are scheduled to become an inquiry glass

Inquiry glasses are produced on special request
Some optical filter glass types are low in demand and our stock will not be replenished 
on a regular basis. The following inquiry glasses will be manufactured on customer 
demand only. 

We will gladly discuss minimum purchase quantities, specifications and costs with you.

UV- 
Bandpass

Bandpass Multi- 
Bandpass

Longpass Shortpass Color  
conversion

Neutral  
density

UVISOL 2008 BG4 BG20 WG225 KG4 FG13A NG10

BG12 Filter 316 NG12

BG23 S8003G Filter 320

BG24A S8807 Filter 322

BG26 Filter 324

BG28 S8817 Filter 326

BG34A GG385

BG50 Soladur

BG66HS Amadeus

 

Green810

EuphosC 

VG6

VG14

Table 3: Inquiry glasses that are made on request only

Obsolete glass types
Inquiry glass types which have not been ordered in the past 5 years will become 
 obsolete. Any glass which cannot be melted due to technical or legal reasons will 
become obsolete as well. The following glass types are obsolete:
FG3, M-UG2, M-UG6, S8005, S4020, UVILEX, URO H9

*Please note
This list is updated every year. 

The filter glasses are melted in campaigns. The time interval between the melts varies 
for each glass. Therefore, the short term availability is subject to prior sale.
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schott.com

SCHOTT AG, Hattenbergstrasse 10, 55122 Mainz, Germany 
Phone +49 (0)6131/66-1812, info.optics@schott.com 


